Declaration of Human Rights
within the Common Law of Justice
Justice is the most efficient and greatest Good within the eternal laws of Nature!
Without commitment to Justice you have no rights, only wrongs and privileges!
A right is based on personal responsibility and good moral conduct!
Common Law is the Law of standards and principles that are upheld by a majority
and equally applied to every person within the jurisdiction of the Nation!
A Right is the Power and Liberty to exercise your freedom and authority in
harmony with the Common Law of Justice and Human Rights!
Rights and rights do not come from man-made governments and they do not
come from your neighbors, they come from your commitment to the natural laws
of Justice and your commitment to Human Rights! Honest Governments are
established by people in order to serve Justice and defend Human Rights by giving
people the Power to defend their Rights with self defense!
Declaration is commitment to specific standards and principles!
The Common Law of Justice is Common Law that is consistent in nature and
character with the eternal laws and principles of Justice!

The Constitution of the Common Law of Justice
for the United States of America
and for every Nation upon the Planet
1: The Right to Justice, Liberty, and Agency, including the pursuit of happiness
and glory, the right to have your Rights protected by honest Government. The right
to be responsible for your own thoughts and actions and receiving the
consequences thereof, the blessings or/and the curses thereof. The right to life is
dependent on natural sustainability and personal responsibility!
2: The individual Right to self defense and to have Rights defended by others.
The right to bear weapons and arms for self defense of individual and collective
Rights. Without the individual Right to self defense and to have others defend your
Rights; you have no Rights, only wrongs and deceptive Communist false
privileges of being an eternal slave to lies, greed, and treason upon all rights.
The first step in honest self defense is the understanding of and exercise of the
natural laws and principles of Justice. Without the implementation and exercise of
this proper first step, your desire and intention is not for self defense but is the
desire to exercise robbery, plunder, tyranny, and treason upon the rights of your
neighbor.
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3: The Right to honest Public Credit, the right to have honest and fair
relationships, the right to have honest Government or honest social security, the
right to have honest and fair taxation, the right to have the Power to defend your
Human Rights and Common Law Rights with self defense. Without the Power to
defend your Rights, your Rights do not do you much good, you will live as a
unprivileged slave of evil and greed!
4: The Right to travel to and fro on public pathways and carry property
thereon while upholding and respecting the Rights of others.
5: The Right to own property and to have property Rights, the right to control
the property you own and use it according to your will and desire as long as that
does not violate the Common Law Rights of others, the right to own yourself and
the right to choose death for yourself by any means not violating the Human
Rights of others. The right to be given an honest and fair opportunity to obtain
property Rights. The right to be protected in opposing unjust confiscation and
seizure of property without valid proof of guilt and without just cause, just cause
means that the punishment must fit or equal the damages of the crime committed.
6: The Right to freedom of communication, speech, of expression, of the press,
photography, radio, and video. The right to communicate while not violating the
Common Law Rights of others. The right to public assembly and association. The
right to petition the Government for a redress of grievances and for payment of
damages caused by its officials. The right to protest government actions when you
believe there is significant magnitude of violation upon human rights.
7: The Right to freedom of thought, belief, and commitment, the right to
freedom of religion to the extent that it does not violate the Common Law Rights
of other people and the Common Law of Justice.
8: The Right to make honest, fair, and informed contracts and agreements,
the right to make voluntary commitments without unjust force or coercion, and
without fraud or deception. The right to be responsible for the commitments you
make and the consequences thereof. The right to fair credit for commitment to true
value, the right to fair trade. The right to be a human being with Common Law
Rights and to have these Rights protected by honest Government.
9: The Right to own CopyRights on things that you are the original creator of,
the right to own and control that which you create, author, and invent.
10: The Right for all noncriminal adult Members to vote for Public Servants
and Representatives of Human rights and the Common Law of Justice.
The responsibility of adult Members that want a Government Vote, to uphold the
Common Law Rights of their neighbor. A State crime shall restrict voting in the
State’s Jurisdiction and a National crime shall restrict all Government voting.
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11: The Right to be protected in opposing fraudulent discrimination, the right
to not be discriminated upon based on race, color, gender or sex, and previous
condition of servitude. The right to receive equal application of the Common Law
of Justice to defend Human Rights. The right to be protected in opposing and
exposing false accusations.
12: The Right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty in a Court for
Justice. The right to be protected in opposing false accusations, false arrests, false
confinement, detention, imprisonment, or exile, and in opposing unjustified
punishment or torture including slavery. The right to take Government officials to
Court for Justice and receive payment in compensation for damages incurred upon
you.
13: The Right of all Members to receive equal application of the Common
Laws of Justice = the Supreme Law of the Nation and of the Country = the
Constitution of Justice, no person shall be exempt from the Supreme Law of the
Nation, whether it be the punishment or the reward of the Common Law of Justice
and its elected Representatives and Public Servants. The right to honest and fair
representation of Human Rights by elected Representatives and Public Servants of
the Common Laws of Justice.
14:The Right to an honest and fair public trial in a Court for Justice, the right
to be confronted with the witnesses accusing you, the right to be informed of the
nature and cause of the accusation of having committed a crime = the right to be
informed of: by what Authority and under what Jurisdiction are you being accused
of having committed a crime, and the details of the cause for the accusation! The
right to a speedy and public trial, including the right to have compulsory process
for obtaining witnesses on your behalf and receiving valid honest and justified
explanations for any delays in receiving judgment on the Case. The right to have
honest and qualified assistance of counsel for the defense of your Common Law
Rights, the right to not be a misleading or false witness opposing yourself.
15: The Right to a trial by jury and the Right to appeal any judgment to the
highest Court within the applicable Jurisdictions of the Case, the right of the
accused and the accuser to receive a trial by jury if they believe that the Judge has
not judged according to and constant with the laws and principles of Justice and
Human Rights. The right of Members to put any Judge including the highest Judge
in any Jurisdiction on jury trial for violations opposing Human Rights that are
within the Common Law of Justice and to receive from the Judge fair
compensation for any damages.
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16: The Right of naturally sustainable non-adult children to be properly
taken care of at a good reasonable level of quality by their parents or other
Lawful guardians, the right of children to receive reasonably good food, shelter,
and clothing, also the right to a good reasonable caring discipline and respect in
their environment, the right to be treated with honesty and fairness. The right of
children to receive from their Lawful guardians a good and fair opportunity to be
educated to a minimum Common and reasonable level so that their children can
effectively communicate and sustain themselves when they become adults and so
that as adults they will be competent and capable of receiving Public Credit for
efficient living within their Nation.
17: The Right to equitable privacy = non-criminal acts = being presumed
innocent until proven guilty, the right to be protected in punishing the invasion
and robbery of intellectual rights and authority, the right to have and own your
individual soul an individual identity with rights! The right to be protected in
opposing unjust searches and spying when there is not significant just cause and
when the person responsible for the invasion of privacy does not have authority in
the form of a Court Order Document received from a Common Law Judge in a
Court for the Common Law of Justice. The right to not be searched or spied upon
by Representatives of Government, Business, or Personal without significant just
cause for finding criminal evidence and only when there is kept a clear written
Account describing every act and detail of the investigation and describing every
reason and cause for the investigation and describing every person directly
involved in the investigation, and when the investigation has been resolved as fast
as reasonably possible without wasting taxpayer dollars, if the Suspect is found not
guilty then a copy of the written Account including every detail of it and any audio
and/or video records taken shall be sent to the prior Suspect for examination and
possible criticization, and if the prior Suspect believes that there was not
significant just cause or believes that his/her Common Law Rights were
significantly violated, or both, then the prior Suspect can take the person or
persons responsible for the privacy invasion to Court and get fair compensation for
any and all damages.

This List of Human Rights within the Common Law of Justice
is written and compiled in 2006 by Daniel Jem LeBaron
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Definitions so you can have a clear understanding of this Constitution
Human Rights = all human rights written in the Common Law of Justice.
Common Law Rights = the Power and agency to act without violating the
Common Law Rights of another and the Power to defend those actions in Court.
Power = having enough political or public support, having enough public credit
and means to efficiently defend yourself and your actions, whether that defense
is to defend good or evil.
Government Privilege or Communism = a violation of all Human Rights and all
human rights. Whenever anyone tries to take away or replace your right with
privilege, you are being robbed, a right is more valuable than a privilege, a right is
the Power to choose your own destiny and not be a puppet of other people.
It is not possible to replace a right with a privilege; a true privilege is being given
more than your rights, not less than your rights. Constitutional Government does
not belong in the privilege business; if Government gives a privilege it does so by
violating the Rights of others. Privilege belongs only in the individual and personal
jurisdiction when a person knowingly and voluntarily gives of their rights to
another person temporarily! The only people who receive real privilege from
Government are the evil traitors at the top of the Evil hierarchy of fraud; all other
so called privileges are nothing more than pure deception and robbery!
rights = the Power and freedom to do more and greater good because of your
commitment to the natural laws and principles of Justice, rights not necessarily
appropriately directly protected and defended by the Common Law of Justice and
it’s Public Representatives, but protected and defended by your own honest and
responsible decisions, the natural laws of Justice, and the exercise of honest
religion, honest relationships, and honest faith; rights that can be directly or
indirectly upheld by the Common Law of Justice and it’s representatives.
rights do not come from the spiritual whims of wealthy and Powerful people!
crime = a violation upon Human Rights and opposing the Common Law of
Justice.
naturally sustainable non-adult children = children that do not have to be
connected to a machine or electronic equipment of some kind to live, including
children that are healing and recovering from short term damage; children that will
be able to support and sustain their own life when they become adults by providing
some kind of voluntary public service.
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